The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and go where others can’t! Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, free 360° handsets, gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable recording plates and connectors. Available in a black, brass and nickel finish.

TILT-UP BOXES

The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and go where others can’t! Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, free 360° handsets, gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable recording plates and connectors. Available in a black, brass and nickel finish.

CONCERTTO Cable Management

This system provides clean, elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for hiding cables and power as they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concertto Under-Table Rack Shelves

Under Table Rack Shelves mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, or Data equipment to the underside of tables with easily access.
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From a single computer, to a full classroom or multi-media boardroom, CT6 Bundles will distribute and process with cost-effective quality.

DUAL BUNDLES

CT6 Table Box + CT6 Hub + Canopy + 1 x 2 User Interconnect cable

EQUIPMENT BUNDLES

CT6 Table Box + Canopy + 1 User Interconnect cable

DMR BUNDLES

DMR Bundles in all 3 sizes are available in all 3 finishes and can be configured to your liking!

DUAL BUNDLE CT6 Table Box + CT6 Hub + 2 User Interconnect cable

EQUIPMENT BUNDLES CT6 Table Box + Canopy + 1 User Interconnect cable

DMR BUNDLES DMR Bundles in all 3 sizes are available in all 3 finishes and can be configured to your liking!

TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR

Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your T6 and T3U Table Boxes.

ACCESSORIES

Wiring Star

The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.

Wireless Charging

Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers. Use for fast wireless charging when connected to adapter that charges power supplies, will also charge at standard 5V/500mA when used with standard power cords. Available in Black or White finishes.

IPS Under Table

Choose from a large variety of connections that accommodate any application. Matching hardware is also available. The unit has been designed to become standard. Ship us online and see design and ship IPS Designer to customize your Table Box!

T6-CB6G

A small format tilt-top style table box along the same lines as the T6-AVCX, it has a built in 5 Conductor Rozet box with 3 integrated XS6 Connectors as well. This is a select 13 AWG, 125 volt AC, Rozet inserts have a 3.5 Amp charging section with two USB Type 2 charging ports (5V 2.4A each). *charging options at 12 AWG to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.

The T6-CB6G is a small format tilt-top style table box along the same lines as the T6-AVCX, it has a built in 5 Conductor Rozet box with 3 integrated XS6 Connectors as well. This is a select 13 AWG, 125 volt AC, Rozet inserts have a 3.5 Amp charging section with two USB Type 2 charging ports (5V 2.4A each). *charging options at 12 AWG to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.

Concertto Cable Management

Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!

Concertto

The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and go where others can’t! Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, free 360° handsets, gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable recording plates and connectors. Available in a black, brass and nickel finish.

Concertto Under-Table Rack Shelves

Under Table Rack Shelves mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, or Data equipment to the underside of tables with easily access.

TABLE CONNECTIVITY

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure

TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR

Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your T6 and T3U Table Boxes.

The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and go where others can’t! Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, free 360° handsets, gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable recording plates and connectors. Available in a black, brass and nickel finish.
The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.

The Symphony Collection brings elegant form to technology. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage openings. A streamlined design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp On, Under-Table, In Table options and 12 different color combinations.

T3-IPS
The line interior is ready to accept the appropriate combination of FSR’s IPS connector plates with ten IPS spaces provided. (6+4) square, two circular lower spaces and one rectangular upper space being provided. The box can be ordered with interchangeable inserts: basic ABS, aluminum, black or brass finish.

T3-ML+ The T3-ML+ is the first elegant mount for a gooseneck microphone! This stylish, mini table box is available in three finishes (brass, silver or black) and in square or round style faces. Perfect for conference and boardroom tables, judicial benches, courtrooms, and more.

T3-003 The T3-003 is a bulkhead mounted HDMI connector and two Keystone openings for FSR’s vast line of VGA, DVI, HDMI AV connections. The box can be ordered with interchangeable inserts: basic ABS, aluminum, black or brass finish.

T3-001 The T3-001 is a bulkhead mounted HDMI connector and two pin Mini Displayport opening for FSR’s vast line of VGA, DVI, HDMI AV connections. The box can be ordered with interchangeable inserts: basic ABS, aluminum, black or brass finish.

T3-DV2S The T3-DV2S is HD ready with a bulkhead mounted HDMI connector and two keystone openings for FSR’s snap-in USB charger (other connectors optional). An AC outlet with cord is included to power a laptop or mobile device. Optional one or two push button LED is available to operate and provide status from control systems. Easily wired output using captive screw terminals. Round or square cover choice, in aluminum, black or brass finishes.

T3-CHRG The Table Coaster AC Charging Table Boxes are designed with a single AC outlet to accommodate all devices. The AC outlet with cord is included to power a laptop or mobile device.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS
The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or IPS Solutions. Our CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

UNITY COLLECTION
Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box. The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity with advanced functionality. Design and functionality for the user of the future. The Unity Collection of table boxes provides a simple solution for cable management in any environment. Cable management is easier than ever! The Unity Collection includes an Ethernet port and a USB port to ensure connectivity and data safety.

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or IPS Solutions. For the Unity Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new Unity Table Box Series.

CABLE RETRACTORS
Tangle-Free Cable Management is here at last! FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection. Taking away cables when not in use. The cable control system developed by the user and extend to up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cables will allow the user to extend the cables. The retractors can also be mounted in a horizontal position under a table surface or attached to the underside of a table to provide clearance for seating.

Cable Retractors work seamlessly with our T6 Series Table Boxes.

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or IPS Solutions. Our CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection. Taking away cables when not in use. This cable control system developed by the user and extend to up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cables will allow the user to extend the cables. The retractors can also be mounted in a horizontal position under a table surface or attached to the underside of a table to provide clearance for seating.

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or IPS Solutions. Our CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection. Taking away cables when not in use. This cable control system developed by the user and extend to up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cables will allow the user to extend the cables. The retractors can also be mounted in a horizontal position under a table surface or attached to the underside of a table to provide clearance for seating.

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or IPS Solutions. Our CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.